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About This Content

To celebrate the release of the Charlemagne expansion for Crusader Kings 2, Paradox Books releases this classic epic poem The
Song of Roland, in ebook format.

The Song of Roland (La Chanson de Roland in French) is a story of heroism based on the Battle of Roncevaux in 778, in the
reign of Charlemagne. Believed to be written in the 11th century, it is one of the oldest surviving major works in French

literature.
This translation by Charles Kenneth Moncrieff is in the public domain. It includes a new preface by Jakob Munthe, the brand

manager for Crusader Kings II at Paradox Interactive.

Instructions are as follows:
==========================

Upon purchase, this book will be downloaded to your computer in two formats: epub and mobi (Kindle). To access your ebook,
navigate to the ebook folder in your Crusader Kings II game folder.

* Right click Crusader Kings II in your Steam Library
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* Select Properties
* Go to the Local Files tab
* Click Browse Local Files

* Open the ebook folder
* To read the book on your mobile device, transfer the epub or mobi file to the device and open the file in your ebook reader

app. Enjoy!
==========================
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Pro:
-The game design itself was gorgeous
-Definite throwback to the games of my youth
-The Devs were polite and corteous

Con:
-Game crashes at start
-When it does decide to run, controller or KB+M doesn't want to work
-Massive video lag
-Texture issues

I've had this game for a few years now, paid $20 for what I knew to be an investment that may or may not work out. Devs did
what they could to try and help me out. I don't like not hearing much about how they plan to fix it, but if Chromaphore becomes
an actual thing and is released, I hope those of us who bought Two Brothers back when it was still being finished will at least get
grandfathered in.

I will update my review on a later date if things change.. Don't buy this game, you have the internet.
This game is a horrific waste of time, too many words, too many characters that look like children, too much pain. A nonce
bought it me as a torture method and it is really doing it's job.

-Pros

Good For Torture.

-Cons

Bad Story
Bad Characters
Nonce Fuel
Boring
All Round Mess of a game.

It has good reviews because a lot of boys have never seen a woman.
. Don't buy this! I couldn't see the words on the screen.. Great but too short. If there were mods and DLC it would be better.
However, it's a game made more than ten years ago.. Needs a horror tag, their crazy faces scared me so bad I had to cover up
half the screen. Side scrolling & Rage inducing, two of the most addictive things about games today.
It has several planets, each planet containing different levels.

In the game you play as BEEP, BEEP is a small robot which has a Zero Point Energy Manipulator and a cannonball launcher,
you are up against several different enemies, these include; a Robot, Zappy fish, Allhau Akbar robot, and many more!

There are several types of levels including; Desert Levels, grassland Levels, Ice Levels and Lava Levels!
Flying through space in your little rocket ship, choosing from the levels, gradually getting more and more difficult, enemies aim
getting better and a less defined goal.

The soundtrack belonging to this game is also calming, it is space age music, but relaxing.
As if 2001: A space oddesy & Wall:E had a child, this would be it!
This is a great game for children aged 7-11, I give it a 6.5/10. A fun, relaxing, and beautiful Match 3 game with all of the power
ups and abilities that you come to expect from Match 3 gaming! The story is okay at best, but still, the theme is fun..
Unmechanical reminds me of Machinarium despite the fact that the game is completely different. But like Machinarium you
can count on a wonderful atmosphere, excellent audiovisuals and addictive gameplay. SUPERB GAME! It's a shame the game is
so short.. Adds some great side quests to the game, and provides conclusions to the stories of some of Batman's best antagonists.
Highly recommended.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game bad balance. Unique concept, ok customisation feels good to
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win if you have skill but the balance was never there and this most recent patch has some how \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed it
even more it's no longer fun unless you're playing the most BS character.
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No. Just Boring.. Being trained as a professional Flying Fox at the "Military University of Foxes and Kitsunes" and having 150
confirmed potion victims i can honestly say that this game is one hell of a game.

It is hard, even for me, to roll that constant through the world like those marble like creatures. Trust me, that actually was part of
our basic training, they are just too pro for me.

Although it is offered at steam our Scientist team lead by very talented Doges (it is hard to find good quality Fox personal
nowadays) has found out that you can actually get the 1.8 release of Gumboy at CNET download legaly FOR FREE.
(source: Gumboytournament.com)

It is said that their Headquarter is in the Szech Republic and that their only connection to the glorious Fox connection (and no,
we do not own Fox TV) does not work for anybody and that the named server probably is almost down.
But thanks for everything there is a Campset orderable for free to set up your own Military Base (server).

The commentator of the Game is none other than the famous superstar Squeeky Mc Squeek, also known for one of the voice
actors from the Chipmunks Series and many many other quality internet videos.
Rumours say, that you can gather the all mighty power of his voice by inhaling Helium. And no: That is not how we Foxes
sound.

One of our researchers has also made a small visit to the culture of the Gumboys
It appears that they like to race against each other who gets the fasted amount of Diamonds and can sell those for 50,100 and
200 Fox$ers to our intergalactic Organisation.
When they shall not do so, they try to steal the Flagg of their other Nation and bring it to their own Flag.
Apparently they do not like each other and have always to show which is the best Nation.

The Gumboys got named one of the most fabulous Creatures 2006 by the russian dancing men organisation "Gametunnel".
We blame the capitalist pig!. Holy Grail of my childhood. I consider this gem as the best PC classic platformer of 90s (at least
first half). I must admit there is noticable input latency (I play on keyboard) but it's easy to used to it. If you are skilled game
may seems bit short, but it depends of your completion rate of course. Maybe I don't have same feeling replaying this game as I
was kid but still it's very good game!. Outlast 2 is a masterpiece of the horror genre just like the first. While overall I prefer the
asylum setting and story of the first Outlast, Outlast II provides a welcome change to a remote village surrounded by beautiful
landscapes. While you are fighting for survival against the cult fanatics, the main character is also haunted by his past,
transporting him back to Catholic school, which is just as eerie as the village.

Red Barrels are masters at creating a cinematic and immersive experience, and Outlast 2 brings back the innovative video
camera mechanics that made the first such a staple of the horror genre.. I love the idea of it, the classes, the skills, the builds, the
weapons, the enemies, but there are just too many bugs. I ended up fighting to level 30, getting to the final mission, gaining my
FIRST TWO legendary guns, only to experience an unresolveable game breaking freeze bug in the final battle, with no way to
either win the battle or even abort mission. And message board searches state the devs could never figure it out. So I get to load
my save and stare at my two new sweet guns without ever being able to upgrade them or even see what they do, let alone finish
the game and progress further in harder difficulties. I'd rather it be a junk game that I know I should quit early than it to get my
hopes up and make it so far only to break.. Me me gusta!
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